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Abstract

Background: F1F0-ATP synthase (F1F0-ATPase) plays important roles in regulating mitochondrial function during
hypoxia, but the effect of F1F0-ATPase defect on hypoxia/reoxygenation (H/RO) is unknown. The aim of this study
was to investigate how mtDNA T8993G mutation (NARP)-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase modulates the H/RO–
induced mitochondrial dysfunction. In addition, the potential for melatonin, a potent antioxidant with multiple
mitochondrial protective properties, to protect NARP cells exposed to H/RO was assessed.
Methods And Findings: NARP cybrids harboring 98% of mtDNA T8993G genes were established as an in vitro
model for cells with F1F0-ATPase defect; their parental osteosarcoma 143B cells were studied for comparison.
Treating the cells with H/RO using a hypoxic chamber resembles ischemia/reperfusion in vivo. NARP significantly
enhanced apoptotic death upon H/RO detected by MTT assay and the trypan blue exclusion test of cell viability.
Based on fluorescence probe-coupled laser scanning imaging microscopy, NARP significantly enhanced
mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (mROS) formation and mitochondrial Ca2+ (mCa2+) accumulation in response
to H/RO, which augmented the depletion of cardiolipin, resulting in the retardation of mitochondrial movement. With
stronger H/RO stress (either with longer reoxygenation duration, longer hypoxia duration, or administrating secondary
oxidative stress following H/RO), NARP augmented H/RO-induced mROS formation to significantly depolarize
mitochondrial membrane potential (ΔΨm), and enhance mCa2+ accumulation and nitric oxide formation. Also, NARP
augmented H/RO-induced mROS oxidized and depleted cardiolipin, thereby promoting permanent mitochondrial
permeability transition, retarded mitochondrial movement, and enhanced apoptosis. Melatonin markedly reduced
NARP-augmented H/RO-induced mROS formation and therefore significantly reduced mROS-mediated
depolarization of ΔΨm and accumulation of mCa2+, stabilized cardiolipin, and then improved mitochondrial movement
and cell survival.
Conclusion: NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase enhances mROS formation upon H/RO, which augments the
depletion of cardiolipin and retardation of mitochondrial movement. Melatonin may have the potential to rescue
patients with ischemia/reperfusion insults, even those associated with NARP symptoms.
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Introduction

Tissue ischemia, such as acute cerebral or myocardial
infarction, is characterized by severe hypoxia, acidosis, energy
depletion, and cell death. Although the timely restoration of

blood flow, such as infusion with tissue plasminogen activator
(t-PA) or intra-arterial thrombolysis, have proven to be the most
effective therapies for minimizing ischemic injury, reperfusion of
ischemic tissue can result in harmful consequences [1,2].
Currently the mechanism of this hypoxia/reoxynegation (H/RO)
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injury remains uncertain. It has been shown that prolonged
hypoxia damage mitochondria and inhibit the activity of
electron transport chain, and proton pumping across the inner
mitochondrial membrane (IMM) are inhibited, leading to ATP
depletion, intracellular acidification, and Ca2+ overload [3-8].
The damaged mitochondria are no longer able to efficiently
transfer electrons at reoxygenation, thereby greatly increasing
reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation from complexes-I
and –III [9-13]. The excessive ROS formation, Ca2+ overload
and recovery of pH value induce the abrupt opening of the
mitochondrial permeability transition pores (mPTP), which
strongly contributes to cell death [14-17]. Thus excessive ROS
formation in mitochondria is regarded as a crucial contributor of
H/RO injury [1,18,19].

F1F0-ATP synthase (F1F0-ATPase) is the enzyme
responsible for catalyzing ADP phosphorylation in oxidative
phosphorylation (OXPHOS) by using the proton motive force
across the IMM to drive the synthesis of ATP. To the best of
our knowledge, the effect of F1F0-ATPase defect on H/RO
injury has not been previously studied. Among human inherited
mitochondrial disorders, the mtDNA T8993G mutation
(Leu156Arg), or NARP, is well known to result in the potent
inhibition of ATPase 6 of F1F0-ATPases and severe ATP
deficiency [20]. Recently, our group had identified the
mitochondrial characters of NARP cybrids cells (cells with 98%
mtDNA T8993G mutation) in response to several apoptotic
insults [21]. It has shown that NARP mutation potentiates cell
apoptosis by augmenting mitochondrial ROS (mROS)
formation, either in resting levels or in response to apoptotic
insults (H2O2). Enhanced production of mROS affects DNA,
enzymes and phospholipids (e.g., cardiolipin), which results in
further abnormalities in mitochondrial function and exacerbates
the pathology in NARP cybrids cells [22]. In addition, the
mitochondrial membrane potential (ΔΨm) of NARP cybrids
cells is more hyperpolarized at rest but is more vulnerable to
the oxidative insult (H2O2) than that in wild-type cells [21]. This
cell model provides a good opportunity to survey the influence
of the F1F0-ATPase defect on H/RO injury.

Many recent publications present evidence that melatonin
and several of its metabolites have significant protective
actions against H/RO injury [23-27]. Melatonin add on t-PA
infusion could rescue t-PA-induced H/RO injury in focal
cerebral ischemia of mice [28,29]. By stabilizing cardiolipin, a
unique mitochondrial protective phospholipid localized almost
exclusively within the IMM, and preventing its oxidization and
depletion, melatonin can rescue the retardation of
mitochondrial movement, mitochondrial fission and swelling
upon several apoptotic insults [21]. However, whether NARP-
induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase disrupts the protective
effects by melatonin in response to H/RO insults is unclear.
Here we found NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase
augmented H/RO insults-induced mROS formation,
mitochondrial Ca2+(mCa2+) accumulation, ΔΨm depolarization,
cardiolipin depletion, and mitochondrial movement retardation,
eventually increasing cell apoptosis. The administration of
melatonin modulated these mitochondrial dysfunctions, and
rescued either H/RO-induced or NARP-related cell apoptosis.
These findings indicate important insight of the protective effect

of melatonin in H/RO injury, lighting a new neuroprotective
strategy during H/RO injury.

Materials and Methods

Establishment of NARP Cybrids
The NARP cybrids were established as described previously

[30]. Briefly, skin fibroblasts obtained from a patient with
Leigh’s disease carrying the mtDNA T8993G mutation were
enucleated and cytoplasmically fused with mtDNA-less (ρ°)
human osteosarcoma 143B cells. The NARP cybrids and ρ°
cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine serum supplemented with
high glucose (4.5 g/mL), pyruvate (0.11 mg/mL), and uridine
(0.1 mg/mL). NARP cybrids with a high mutant mtDNA to wild-
type mtDNA ratio of approximately 98% were used for
experiments, and comparisons were made with the parental
143B cell line. Both the NARP cybrids and 143B cells
described above were kindly provided by Dr. Tanaka from
Japan [48]. The cells had been used in other previous studies
by our group [28,52].

Hypoxia/reoxygenation Treatment to NARP Cybrids and
143B Cells

All cell cultures were obtained by plating at low density in
DMEM + 10% FBS. All cell types were used after 48–72 h in
culture. To induce hypoxia, cell cultures were put in a modular
incubator chamber flushed with the gas mixture of 5% CO2 and
95% N2 for 20 min according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Billups-Rothenberg, Inc., Del Mar, CA). The deoxygenation
reagent (5% CO2 and <1% O2; Mitsubishi Gas Chemical,
Tokyo, Japan) was placed inside the chamber. Next, the
sealed chamber was placed into a 37°C incubator. The
chamber was incubated for different hypoxic durations (6, 12,
and 18 h). After hypoxia incubation, the cells were washed with
normoxic culture medium twice, and then transferred to their
respective normal culture medium and restored to the 37°C
incubator with 5% CO2 for reoxygenation (1, 2, 3, and 4 h). As
reoxygenation after hypoxia results in overproduction of
mROS, a secondary oxidative stress (5 mM H2O2) was
administered following H/RO treatment in some experiments
for augmenting and accelerating the effect of H/RO insults. For
melatonin treatment during H/RO treatment, 100 μm melatonin
(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added to all media and
buffers during the whole procedure of H/RO treatment and 100
μm melatonin was also added in 5 mM H2O2 if used. For
supplemental data, mitochondria-specific antioxidant MitoQ
(0.2 nM) or general antioxidant vitamin E (200 μm) was added
to all media and buffers during the whole procedure of H2O2-
augmented H/RO treatment.

Measurement of Cell Viability
Cell viability was detected by using the colorimetric 3-(4,5-

dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide
(MTT) assay as previously described [31]. The activity of the
mitochondrial reductase to convert a soluble tetrazolium salt
into an insoluble formazan precipitate was measured using an
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enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay (ELISA) reader
(A-5082; TECAN, Grödig/Salzburg, Austria). The MTT assay
was performed 1 h after stress exposure. The activity of the
mitochondrial reductase was calculated as the amount of MTT
dye conversion in treated cells relative to that of sham-treated
control cells. Data are represented as the means ± standard
error (SE) of at least three independent experiments. In
addition, we used the trypan blue exclusion test of cell viability
as previously described to measure cell viability in response to
H/RO treatment [32].

Apoptotic Cell Analysis
The flip-flop of phosphatidylserine (PS) from the inner- to the

outer-plasma-membrane leaflet is a common phenomenon in
apoptosis. The exposure of PS is an early event that precedes
cell shrinkage and nuclear condensation. PS exposure induced
by H/R in cells was detected by FITC-conjugated Annexin V-
FITC staining [33]. This is observed as green fluorescence on
the plasma membrane during the occurrence of PS
externalization. The precise time point for PS exposure and cell
death were carefully detected by the imaging of cells dual-
labeled with Annexin V-FITC and propidium iodide (PI) after
they were exposed to H/RO treatment using fluorescence
microscopy.

Immunocytochemical Analysis for Detecting
Cytochrome c Release from Mitochondria into the
Cytosol after Hypoxia/Reoxygenation

Apoptotic events were identified by cytochrome c distribution
after H/RO. Cells were grown on #1 glass cover slips for 48 h
in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum supplemented
with high glucose (4.5 g/mL), pyruvate (0.11 mg/mL), and
uridine (0.1 mg/mL). After H/RO, cells were rinsed with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and then fixed in 3.7%
paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature (RT). After
fixation, the cover slips were rinsed in PBS and placed in 0.1%
Triton X-100 for 10 min at RT. The cells were then washed with
PBS and incubated with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 1
h. For immunostaining of mitochondrial complex II and
cytochrome c, glass cover slips were incubated with primary
antibodies (mouse) diluted 1:100 in PBST for 1 h at RT, and
then the cover slips were washed 3 times for 5 min each in
PBS. Cover slips were first incubated with a secondary
antibody, tetramethyl rhodamine rabbit anti-mouse antibody
(Acris antibody) diluted at 1:1000 in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) for 60 min at RT, and then, the cover slips were further
incubated for 1 h at RT. After the cover slips were washed 3
times, they were incubated with another primary antibody
(rabbit) diluted at 1:100 in PBS-Tween (PBST) for 1 h at RT.
Then the cover slips were washed 3 times for 5 min each in
PBS. The cover slips were then exposed for 60 min at RT to an
Alexa fluor® 488 conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L)
secondary antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) diluted
1:1000. The cover slips were washed 3 times for 5 min in PBS
and then incubated for 1 min with PBS containing Hoechst
33342 (1 μg/mL), and then washed with PBS (3 washes 5 min
each) before mounting for observation. The fluorescence

intensity of complex expression was observed under a Zeiss
inverted microscope.

Cell Preparation for Imaging
For imaging detection, cells were grown in medium

consisting of DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum
supplemented with high glucose (4.5 g/mL), pyruvate (0.11 mg/
mL), and uridine (0.1 mg/mL). All cells were plated onto #1
glass cover slips for fluorescent microscopy.

Chemical and Fluorescent Dye Loading for
Fluorescence Measurement of Mitochondrial Events

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and
fluorescent dyes were purchased from Molecular Probes Inc.
(Eugene, OR, USA). Loading conditions for each specific
fluorescent probe are described as follows: ΔΨm was detected
using 200 nM tetramethylrhodamine methyl ester (TMRM);
mCa2+ was detected using 2 μM Rhod-2 AM (Rhod-2); ROS
was detected using 2 μM 6-carboxy-2′,7′-
dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA); nitric oxide
(NO) was detected using 5 μM 4-amino-5-methylamino-2′,7′-
difluorofluorescein diacetate (DAF-FM); and cardiolipin was
detected using 80 nM nonyl acridine orange (NAO). All
fluorescent probes were loaded at RT for 30 min except
TMRM, which was loaded for 10 min to prevent quenching.
After loading, cells were rinsed 3 times with HEPES-buffered
saline solution (containing 140 mM NaCl, 5.4 mM KCl, 1.8 mM
CaCl2, 0.8 mM MgCl2, 10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES; pH
7.4). Cells loaded with the ester form of dyes including DCFH-
DA and Rhod-2 required an additional 30–40 min of incubation
after dye loading to allow intracellular deacetylation of the dye.
Dye-loaded cells were then mounted on a cell chamber for
conventional or laser-coupled imaging microscopic
observation.

Imaging Analysis of Living Cells
Confocal fluorescence images and image stacks were

collected using a Zeiss LSM 510 META NLO mounted on an
Axiovert 200 M inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss Microimaging,
Inc., Thornwood, NY). All fluorescence images were collected
using a Zeiss objective lens (Plan-Apochromat 100X, NA1.4 oil
DIC M27). NAO was excited using the Argon/2 laser (30 mW)
for excitation. The excitation wavelength was 488 nm, the main
dichroic beam splitter was 488/561 nm, and the emission
detection filter was band pass 500–550 nm.

All images were processed and analyzed using MetaMorph
software (Universal Imaging Corp., West Chester, PA, USA).
Intensity levels were analyzed from the original images and
graphed using Microsoft Excel software and Photoshop. For
analyzing mROS and mitochondrial NO (mNO) fluorescent
intensity, we selected and measured the regions overlapping
with DCFH-DA (to measure ROS) and TMRM (to measure
ΔΨm) signals, DAF-FM (to measure NO) and TMRM signals,
respectively. Therefore, we were able to make sure that the
regions we analyzed were mitochondrial regions. For analyzing
fluorescent intensity of cardiolipin, we selected and measured
the region overlapping with NAO (to measure cardiolipin) and
Rhod-2 (to measure mCa2+) to confirm that the sites we
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measured were mitochondrial regions. To take into account the
initial influence of ΔΨm on NAO, we calculated the percentage
of fluorescent intensity of NAO signals [100-(The control
fluorescent intensity of NAO in mitochondria-the recording
fluorescent intensity of NAO in mitochondria) / The control
fluorescent intensity of NAO in mitochondria × 100] %.

Treatment Protocols of Confocal Experiments on H/RO
To evaluate the effect of hypoxia for 6 h with different

reoxygenation durations (1, 2, 3, and 4 h) on different
mitochondrial parameters, the cells (n ≥ 6 dishes/group) were
treated as follows:

1. Control: cells were stained with different mitochondrial
fluorescent dyes for 30 min, and then visualized under a
confocal microscope. We double stained cells with 200 nM
TMRM and 2 μM DCFH-DA, 200 nM TMRM and 5 μM
DAF-FM, or 80 nM NAO and 2 μM Rhod-2 in order to
localize the mitochondria and compare different
mitochondrial parameter at the same time.

2. Hypoxia for 6 h followed by reoxygenation for 1, 2, 3,
and 4 h: cells were subjected to hypoxia for 6 h followed
by reoxygenation for 30 min, 1 h 30 min, 2 h 30 min, and 3
h 30 min, respectively. Then cells were stained and
visualized as control (1).

To evaluate the effect of different hypoxic durations (6, 12,
and 18 h) with the same time of reoxygenation (2h) on
cardiolipin depletion and mCa2+ accumulation, the cells (n ≥ 6
dishes/group) were treated as follows:

1. Control: cells were double stained with 80 nM NAO and
2 μM Rhod-2 for 30 min, and then visualized at every 3
min for 1 h.

2. Hypoxia for 6, 12, and 18 h followed by reoxygenation
for 2 h: cells were subjected to hypoxia for 6, 12, and 18 h;
followed by reoxygenation for 1 h 30 min, then stained and
visualized as control (1).

To evaluate the effect of H2O2-augmented H/RO (hypoxia: 6
h; reoxygenation: 2 h) on mROS, cardiolipin, ΔΨm and mCa2+

and the protective effects of melatonin treatment, the cells (n ≥
6 dishes/group) were treated as follows:

1. Control: cells were stained with 2 μM DCFH-DA and 200
nM TMRM, or 80 nM NAO and 2 μM Rhod-2 for 30 min,
then 5 mM H2O2 was added and visualized at every 1 min
for 30 min under a confocal microscope.

2. H2O2 –augmented H/RO treatment (H: 6 h; RO: 2 h):
cells were subjected to hypoxia for 6 h and reoxygenation
for 1 h and 30 min, then stained and visualized as control
(1).

3. Adding 100 μm melatonin during the H2O2 –augmented
H/RO (H: 6 h; RO: 2 h): During the whole procedure of
H2O2 –augmented H/RO treatment, 100 μm melatonin was
added to all media and buffers.

Measurement of Mitochondrial Movement
Mitochondrial movement was continuously time-lapse

imaged using a mitochondria-targeted fluorescent probe (either

80 nM cardiolipin or 200 nM TMRM) before and after the cells
received H/RO treatment. Mitochondrial movement was
measured from the overlapping mitochondrial area (in yellow;
i.e., nonmoving area) of a superimposed image of 2
consecutive images (the first image labeled the mitochondrial
area red in color and the second image labeled the
mitochondrial area green in color) taken 2 min apart. The
percentage of the overlapping mitochondrial area of the 2
images (in yellow; i.e., nonmoving area) to total mitochondrial
area (counted from the total mitochondrial area of the first
image) was designated the overlapping percentage. If the
mitochondrial movement became retarded, the overlapping
percentage increased (yellow area increased). If the
mitochondrial movement accelerated, the overlapping
percentage decreased (yellow area decreased). The average
of 10 representative populations of mitochondria in one single
cell from 10-20 cells was calculated [21].

Statistical Analysis
Results are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean

(SEM) and statistical significance was evaluated by either one-
way or multi-factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA). A P value
less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Each
experiment was repeated at least 3 times.

Results

NARP Augments H/RO-induced Apoptosis
The effects of NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase on

cell survival in response to H/RO (H: 6 h; RO: 2 h) stress were
detected using Annexin V-PI staining, immuoncytochemical
analysis, MTT assays, and the trypan blue exclusion test of cell
viability. After H/RO treatment, NARP cybrids showed marked
cell death as measured by Annexin V-PI staining (Figure 1A).
As shown in Figure 1B, cytochrome c (green fluorescent signal)
released from the mitochondria (yellow region) into the cytosol
was detected by immunocytochemical analysis in both NARP
cybrids and 143B cells in response to H/RO insults. The result
of MTT assay demonstrated that NARP-induced inhibition of
F1F0-ATPase resulted in more severe apoptotic death in
response to H/RO insults as compared with the parental 143B
cells (survival rate: 143B [82 ± 3.2%] > NARP [58 ± 2.1%],
P<0.05) (Figure 1C). The result of the trypan blue exclusion
test also showed that NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-
ATPase resulted in more severe cell death in response to
H/RO insults as compared with the parental 143B cells (cell
death rate: 143B [27 ± 4.1%] < NARP [56 ± 6.3%], P<0.05)
(Figure 1D). Based on these results, we found that H/RO
insults led to apoptotic death in both NARP cybrids and 143B
cells. Besides, the NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase
augmented H/RO-induced apoptosis in comparison to 143B
cells.
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Figure 1.  Hypoxia/reoxygenation (H/RO) induced apoptotic death in NARP cybrids and 143B cells.  (A) H/RO (H: 6h, RO: 2h)
induced apoptosis in NARP cybrids as measured by Annexin V-propidium iodide (PI) staining. (B) H/RO induced cytochrome c
release from mitochondria in NARP cybrids and 143B cells as measured by immunocytochemical analysis. Red color: mitochondrial
complex II; Green color: cytochrome c. Note that cytochdrome c and complex II co-localized well before H/RO (yellow color). After
H/RO, green fluorescent signal was released from mitochondria in NARP cybrids and 143B cells, which suggested that
cytochdrome c was released from mitochondria. (C) MTT assay. After H/RO, cell death was noted in NARP cybrids and 143B cells
(death ratio: NARP > 143B). (D) Trypan blue exclusion test of cell viability. After H/RO, cell death was noted in NARP cybrids and
143B cells (death ratio: NARP > 143B). *P<0.05 as compared with control; n=3.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0081546.g001
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NARP Augments H/RO (with the same duration of
hypoxia and different durations of reoxygenation)-
induced Mitochondrial Dysfunction

Next, we investigated how NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-
ATPase augmented H/RO treatment-induced apoptosis.
Resting levels of ΔΨm, mROS, mNO, cardiolipin and mCa2+

were simultaneously imaged using 200 nM TMRM, 2 μm
DCFH-DA, 5 μm DAF-FM, 80 nM NAO and 2 μm Rhod-2,
respectively, before and after H/RO treatment in NARP cybrids
and 143B cells. We used the same duration of hypoxia (6 h)
and different durations of reoxygenation (1, 2, 3, and 4 h) to
simulate dose-dependent H/RO insults. As shown in Figure 2A
and 2A’, NARP resulted in hyperpolarized ΔΨm as compared
with the parental 143B cells before H/RO treatment (P< 0.05),
which was similar to what we observed in our previous study
[21]. The ΔΨm in NARP cybrids, although more hyperpolarized
before H/RO treatment, were depolarized much more severely
than ΔΨm in 143B cells after H/RO treatment with longer
reoxygenation durations (2-4 h) (ΔΨm of NARP < ΔΨm of
143B when reoxygenation durations were 2-4 h, P<0.05),
suggesting NARP-induced hyperpolarization of ΔΨm was
vulnerable to the H/RO insult, which was similar to what we
noted in our previous study with other apoptotic insults [21].
Figure 2B and 2B’ showed that NARP augmented dose-
dependent H/RO insults-induced mROS formation (mROS of
NARP > mROS of 143B when reoxygenation duration was 3-4
h, P<0.05). In NARP cybrids, higher levels of mROS
associated with more severe depolarization of ΔΨm suggested
that NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase augmented
mROS (induced by H/RO insult)-induced ΔΨm depolarization.

Furthermore, we investigated how H/RO insults-induced
mROS formation altered cardiolipin content, a critical
mitochondrial protective phosphopholipid and the levels of
mCa2+, another potent mitochondrial stress that activates the
opening of mPTP. Resting levels of cardiolipin and mCa2+ were
simultaneously imaged using 80 nM NAO and 2 μm rhod-2,
respectively, before and after H/RO treatment (H: 6 h; RO: 1-4
h) in NARP cybrids and 143B cells. Compared with 143B cells,
the resting level of mCa2+ in NARP cybrids was higher, which
was due possibly to the inhibition of F1F0-ATPase-induced
hyperpolarization of ΔΨm (P<0.05) (Figure 2E and 2E’). After
H/RO treatment, dose dependency of H/RO insult-induced
mCa2+ accumulation was noted in both 143 B cells and NARP
cybrids, NARP augmented this effect significantly (mCa2+ of
NARP > mCa2+ of 143B when reoxygenation duration was 1-3
h, P<0.05) (Figure 2E and 2E’). Figure 2D and 2D’ showed that
NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase augmented the
depletion of cardiolipin in response to H/RO insult (RO: 4h)
(>50%, P<0.05). Interestingly, the event of cardiolipin depletion
happened later (longer duration of reoxygenation) than ΔΨm
depolarization, mROS formation and mCa2+ accumulation,
suggesting that NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase
augmented mROS (induced by H/RO insult)-induced ΔΨm
depolarization and mCa2+ accumulation, which resulted in the
depletion of cardiolipin, the opening of mPTP, and eventually
cell death. We also observed that NARP augmented mNO
formation as compared with 143 B cells in response to dose-

dependent H/RO treatment (Figure 2C and 2C’), which may
also contribute to H/RO insult-induced cell death.

NARP Augments Longer Duration of Hypoxia (with the
Same Duration of Reoxygenation)-induced Cardiolipin
Depletion and mCa2+ Accumulation

Due to the depletion of cardiolipin occurring later than mROS
formation, ΔΨm depolarization and mCa2+ accumulation in
response to H/RO treatment, we next investigated the effects
of longer duration of hypoxia (with the same duration of
reoxygenation) on cardiolipin content in NARP cybrids and
143B cells. After H/RO treatment (H: 0, 6, 12, and 18 h; RO: 2
h), cells were stained with 80 nM NAO (to measure cardiolipin)
and 2 μm Rhod-2 (to measure mCa2+). Then the cell images
were recorded by confocal microscopy at every 3 min to
monitor the resting change of cardiolipin content and mCa2+.
Interestingly, depletion of cardiolipin was noted gradually after
H/RO treatment (H: 12 and 18 h; RO: 2h) in NARP cybrids
(P<0.05, at 42 min and 60 min) but not in 143B cells (Figure
S1A-B; Figure 3A, A′, B, B′). In addition, marked and persistent
accumulation of mCa2+ was noted after H/RO treatment in
NARP cybrids but not in 143B cells exposed to hypoxia for 18 h
(P<0.05, H1h group compared with control group) (Figure S1D;
Figure 3D, D′). Only a small amount and transient accumulation
of mCa2+ was noted in 143B cells (Figure S1C; Figure 3C, C′).
Furthermore, the mitochondrial morphology of 143B cells
remained thread-like when receiving H/RO treatment with
hypoxia for 12 and 18 h (Figure 3A). However, the
mitochondrial morphology of NARP cybrids was characterized
by swelling and roundness when receiving H/RO treatment with
hypoxia for 12 and 18 h (Figure 3B). These results, thus,
indicate that the NARP cybrids were more sensitive to longer
hypoxic duration (with the same duration of reoxygenation)-
induced cardiolipin depletion and of mCa2+ accumulation. Our
previous study had suggested that cardiolipin possibly plays a
central role in regulating mitochondrial dynamics that is
associated with NARP-augmented pathology and is crucial for
maintaining normal mitochondrial movement [21]. Therefore,
we proposed that the NARP-enhanced depletion of cardiolipin
in response to H/RO insults may lead to more severe
retardation of mitochondrial movement in comparison to 143B
cells.

NARP Augments H/RO-induced Retardation of
Mitochondrial Movement

We next investigated whether NARP augmented the
retardation of mitochondrial movement in response to H/RO
treatment (H: 0, 6, 12, and 18 h; RO: 2 h). We loaded the cells
with 80 nM NAO, and mitochondrial movement was analyzed
using time-lapse imaging continuously in 143B cells and NARP
cybrids. Before H/RO treatment, the NARP cybrids did not
show significantly reduced mitochondrial movement compared
with the 143B cells, so that the non-moving mitochondrial
population analyzed from the percentage of the overlapping
area (yellow area) of two consecutive images (the first image
labeled red in color and the second image labeled green in
color, taken 2 min apart) to total mitochondrial area
(mitochondrial area in the first image) was 45 ± 3.2% in 143B
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Figure 2.  NARP augmented mitochondrial dysfunction upon H/RO.  (A) NARP and longer reoxygenation durations augmented
H/RO (H: 6 h; RO: 1-4 h)-induced mitochondrial membrane potential (ΔΨm) depolarization. (B) After H/RO with longer
reoxygenation duration, mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (mROS) formation increased in both 143B cells and NARP cybrids.
NARP augmented mROS formation. (C) After H/RO with longer reoxygenation duration, mitochondrial nitric oxide (mNO) formation
increased in both 143B cells and NARP cybrids. NARP augmented the effect of H/RO on mNO formation. (D) Longer reoxygenation
durations and NARP augmented cardiolipin depletion. (E) NARP augmented the effect of H/RO on mCa2+ accumulation. (A′-E′)
Quantitative analyses of A-E. Mitochondrial compromised is indicated (#). P-value representing statistically significant differences
between NARP cybrids and 143B cells (P<0.05) is indicated (*). n=6.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0081546.g002
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Figure 3.  Effects of H/RO (with different hypoxia durations) on mitochondrial functions in NARP cybrids and 143B
cells.  (A) After treating 143B cells with H/RO (H: 6, 12, and 18 h; RO: 2 h), no obvious cardiolipin depletion was noted during
recording. Mitochondria remained thread-like. (B) Cardiolipin depletion was noted gradually in NARP cybrids receiving H/RO with
durations of hypoxia for 12 and 18 h. Mitochondria became swollen and round. (C) In 143B cells, only transient mCa2+ accumulation
was noted (D) Marked and persistent mCa2+ accumulation was noted in NARP cybrids exposed to H/RO with duration of hypoxia for
18 h. (E) Red/green overlay of two consecutive confocal images (Δt = 2min) of 80 nM nonyl acridine orange (NAO) fluorescence in
NARP cybrids and 143B cells upon H/RO with different hypoxia durations. The percentage of nonmoving mitochondria (overlapping
mitochondrial area, in yellow color) to total mitochondrial area increased from 45 ± 3.2% to 63 ± 1.4% in 143B cells and 48 ± 5.1%
to 77 ± 2.3% in NARP cybrids after the exposure of cells to H/RO with duration of hypoxia for 18 h. P-value representing statistically
significant differences between NARP cybrids and 143B cells is indicated (*). (A′-E′) Quantitative analyses of A-E. n=6.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0081546.g003
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and 48 ± 5.1% in NARP cells. After H/RO treatment (with
different durations of hypoxia and the same duration of
reoxygenation), the non-moving mitochondrial population
analyzed from the percentage of the overlapping area (yellow
area) of two consecutive images to total mitochondrial area
increased to 63 ± 1.4% in 143B cells and to 77 ± 2.3% in
NARP cybrids after the exposure of cells to hypoxia for 18 h
(Figure 3E, E′). Interestingly, the percentage of the ratio of
nonmoving mitochondria to the entire mitochondrial population
after and before H/RO treatment (H: 18 h; RO: 2 h) was higher
in NARP cybrids (NARP: 160% and 143B: 140%, P<0.05).
These results suggested that the NARP-induced inhibition of
F1F0-ATPase significantly augmented the retardation of
mitochondrial movement after H/RO treatment with prolonged
duration of hypoxia.

Melatonin Reduces H/RO-induced Apoptosis in Both
NARP cybrids and 143B Cells

Next, we investigated that whether melatonin, a potent
mitochondrial protector, has a protective effect in response to
H/RO insults in NARP cybrids and 143B cells, We used H/RO
treatment with hypoxia for 6 h and reoxygenation for 2 h in the
following experiments since it could have induced moderate
effects on mitochondrial parameters in previous dose-
dependent experiments. The result of MTT assay
demonstrated that addition of 100 μm melatonin during H/RO
(H: 6 h, RO: 2 h) treatment improved the percentage of cell
survival in both 143B and NARP cells from 82 ± 3.2% and 58 ±
2.1% to 95 ± 5.1% and 89 ± 4.3%, respectively (P<0.05)
(Figure 4A columns 2 and 4). The trypan blue exclusion test of
cell viability also showed that addition of 100 μm melatonin
during H/RO (H: 6 h, RO: 2 h) treatment reduced the
percentage of cell death in both 143B and NARP cells from 27
± 4.1% and 56 ± 6.3% to 12 ± 5.4% and 27 ± 4.6%,
respectively (P<0.05) (Figure 4B columns 2 and 4). For
generating a stress mimic of stronger reoxygenation insults, we
added a secondary oxidative stress (H2O2 5 mM) following
H/RO treatment to augment the H/RO insults. The result of
MTT assay demonstrated that addition of melatonin during
H/RO treatment improved cell survival in 143B cells and NARP
cybrids in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO insults from 42 ±
6.1% and 37 ± 6.3% to 62 ± 8.1% and 55 ± 4.2%, respectively
(P<0.05) (Figure 4B. columns 4 and 5). The trypan blue
exclusion test of cell viability also showed that addition of
melatonin during H/RO treatment reduced the percentage of
cell death in 143B cells and NARP cybrids in response to H2O2-
augmented H/RO insults from from 61 ± 8.5% and 79 ± 6.9% to
37± 9.6% and 51 ± 7.5%, respectively (P<0.05) (Figure 4B.
columns 4 and 5)

Melatonin Reduces NARP-enhanced H/RO-induced
mROS Formation

To explore whether melatonin-reduced apoptotic death in
response to H/RO insult is through suppressing mROS
formation and protecting ΔΨm, and whether NARP-induced
inhibition of F1F0-ATPase disrupt these effects, we measured
mROS using 2 μm DCFH-DA and 200 nM ΔΨm using TMRM
in NARP cybrids and 143B cells after H/RO treatment (H: 6h,

RO: 2h) and administering H2O2 5mM following H/RO
treatment. It was obvious that H2O2-augmented H/RO insults
induced a significant mROS formation in both NARP cybrids
and 143B cells. Moreover, NARP greatly enhanced the effect
of mROS formation (fluorescent intensity of DCF, recorded at
30 min after adding H2O2 NARP/143B=1.5, P<0.05)(Figure
S2C-D; Figure 5C, C′, D, D′). Adding 100 μm melatonin during
H2O2-augmented H/RO treatment suppressed mROS formation
and protected ΔΨm from depolarization in NARP cybrids and
143B cells (P<0.05) (Figure S2, Figure 5). The above results
indicated that the protection of NARP cybrids and 143B cells
from H2O2-augmented H/RO treatment by melatonin was due
to suppression of mROS formation and ΔΨm depolarization.
Moreover, the NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase
augmented mROS formation significantly in response to H2O2-
augmented H/RO treatment, but melatonin still could suppress
mROS formation in NARP cybrids.

Melatonin Reduces mROS-mediated Cardiolipin
Depletion and mCa2+ Accumulation upon H/RO in Both
NARP Cybrids and 143B Cells

To investigate how melatonin inhibited NARP-enhanced
mROS formation in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO insults,
and if the content of cardiolipin and the levels of mCa2+ were
altered, we measured cardiolipin using 80 nM NAO and
mCa2+using 2 μm Rhod-2 at the same time after H/RO
treatment. After H2O2-enhanced H/RO insults, NARP-induced
inhibition of F1F0-ATPase significantly augmented the mROS-
mediated depletion of cardiolipin in comparison with 143B cells
(NAO fluorescent intensity (%) in 143B/ NAO fluorescent
intensity (%) in NARP = 7, recording at 30min after adding
H2O2, P<0.05) (Figure S3A-B; Figure 6A, A′, B, B′). NARP also
enhanced the accumulation of mCa2+ in response to H2O2-
enhanced H/RO insults (P<0.05, compared between H/RO
group of NARP and 143B cells). No obvious mCa2+

accumulation was noted in 143B cells upon H/RO treatment
(fluorescence intensity <10 during recording) (Figure S3C-D;
Figure 6C, C′, D, D′). Interestingly, melatonin (100 μm)
significantly protected mROS-mediated depletion of cardiolipin
in both NARP cybrids and 143B cells upon H2O2-augmented
H/RO treatment (P<0.05) (Figure S3A-B; Figure 6A, A′, B, B′).
In addition, melatonin also suppressed mCa2+ accumulation in
response to H2O2-augmented H/RO insults in NARP cybrids
(P<0.05) (Figure S3C-D; Figure 6C, C′, D, D′). These results
indicated that the NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase
greatly enhanced mROS formation and mCa2+ accumulation
after H2O2-augmented H/RO insults, which led to mROS-
mediated depolarization of ΔΨm and depletion of cardiolipin.
Melatonin significantly prevented mROS-mediated depletion of
cardiolipin upon H2O2-augmented H/RO treatment in both
NARP cybrids and 143B cells. To investigate if the melatonin-
related protection is primary through reducing overall mROS,
we administered a mitochondrial specific antioxidant mitoQ (0.2
nM) or a general antioxidant vitamin E (200 μm) during H2O2-
augmented H/RO insults for comparison and evaluated their
protective effects on mROS, ΔΨm, mCa2+, and cardiolipin
(Figure S4-7). The effect of mitoQ on mROS suppression was
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Figure 4.  Effects of melatonin on cell viability in NARP cybrids and 143B cells in response to H/RO.  (A) MTT assay. After
H/RO (H: 6h, RO: 2h), apoptotic death was noted in NARP cybrids and 143B cells (death ratio: NARP > 143B) (column 2). Adding
melatonin 100μm during H/RO significantly reduced NARP-augmented cell death (column 4). (B) Trypan blue exclusion test of cell
viability. Addition of 100 μm melatonin during H/RO treatment reduced the percentage of cell death in both 143B and NARP cells
(columns 2 and 4). (C) MTT assay. Administering melatonin 100μm during H2O2 5 mM-augmented H/RO improved cell survival in
both NARP cybrids and 143B cells (column 4 and 5). (D) Trypan blue exclusion test of cell viability. Addition of melatonin during
H/RO treatment reduced the percentage of cell death in 143B and NARP cybrids in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO insults
(columns 4 and 5). Each value represents the mean ± S.E. of three independent determinations. P-values representing statistically
significant differences between NARP and 143B cells upon H/RO; without melatonin and with melatonin during H/RO (both in the
groups with and without secondary H2O2 stress) are indicated (*). Mln: melatonin.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0081546.g004
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Figure 5.  Effects of melatonin on ΔΨm and mROS upon H2O2-augmented H/RO in 143B cells and NARP cybrids.  (A, B) In
both 143B cells and NARP cybrids, ΔΨm depolarization was faster in the group with H2O2 (5mM)-augmented H/RO (H: 6 h; RO: 2
h); NARP augmented this effect. Adding melatonin 100 μm during H2O2-augmented H/RO effectively protected ΔΨm from
depolarization. (C) In 143B cells, more mROS formation was noted in the group of H2O2-augmented H/RO. Adding melatonin during
H2O2-augmented H/RO effectively suppressed mROS formation. (D) In NARP cybrids, mROS formation was augmented as
compared with 143B cells. Adding melatonin during H2O2-augmented H/RO still effectively suppressed mROS formation. (A′-D′)
Quantitative analyses of A-D. n=6. FI: fluorescence intensity. Mln : melatonin.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0081546.g005
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better than vitamin E in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO
insults (Figure S4, S6).

Melatonin Improves H/RO-induced Retardation of
Mitochondrial Movement in Both NARP Cybrids and
143B Cells

Finally, we investigated whether the melatonin-induced
protection of cardiolipin in NARP cybrids and 143B cells
improved the retardation of mitochondrial movement in
response to H/RO insults. After H/RO treatment (H: 6h, RO:
2h), we loaded the cells with 200 nM TMRM, and mitochondrial
movement was analyzed using time-lapse imaging
continuously both with and without melatonin in 143B cells and
NARP cybrids. H/RO treatment significantly induced the
retardation of mitochondrial movement in 143B cells and NARP
cybrids, so that the non-moving mitochondrial population
analyzed from the percentage of the overlapping area (yellow
area) of two consecutive images (the first image labeled red in
color and the second image labeled green in color, taken 2 min
apart) to total mitochondrial area (mitochondrial area in the first
image) increased from 45 ± 2.3% to 57 ± 1.4% in 143B cells
(P<0.05), and from 65 ± 1.9% to 76 ± 1.4% in NARP cybrids
(P<0.05). Administering 100 μm melatonin during H/RO
treatment significantly improved the retardation of
mitochondrial movement, so that the non-moving mitochondrial
population analyzed from the percentage of the overlapping
area (yellow area) of two consecutive images to total
mitochondrial area decreased from 57 ± 1.4% to 48 ± 1.2% in
143B cells (P<0.05), and from 76 ± 1.4% to 63 ± 2.2% in NARP
cybrids (P<0.05) (Figure 7).

Discussion

In the present study, by using the cells with NARP-induced
inhibition of F1F0-ATPase, we demonstrated for the first time
that NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase-augmented
H/RO insult-induced apoptosis. NARP-augmented H/RO insult
was closely associated with a pathological enhancement of
mROS formation, which led to accumulation of mCa2+,
depolarization of ΔΨm, and more severe depletion of the
protective mitochondrial phospholipid cardiolipin. The above
results led to the more severe retardation of mitochondrial
movement, and then activated the opening of mPTP in NARP
cybrids. Interestingly, melatonin significantly improved cells
survival by preventing mROS-mediated cardiolipin depletion
and mCa2+ accumulation, and rescued the retardation of
mitochondrial movement in NARP cybrids in response to H/RO
insults. To our knowledge, this is the first report to elucidate the
influence of NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase on H/RO
insults-induced mitochondrial dysfunction and the protective
action of melatonin in NARP cybrids in response to the H/RO
insults. The precise schematic illustration of NARP-induced
inhibition of F1F0-ATPase augmentation of mitochondrial
dysfunction upon H/RO treatment and the protections by
melatonin in NARP cybrids is shown in Figure 8.

The reason that NARP-induced F1F0-ATPase inhibition
augments mROS formation in response to H/RO treatment is
still unknown. Previous studies suggested that the

hyperpolarized ΔΨm in NARP cells leads to the decreased
activity of the mitochondrial respiratory chain as a
consequence of F1F0-ATPase inhibition and mitochondrial
coupling thus resulting in enhanced mROS formation [34,35].
Our recent study had also demonstrated that NARP enhanced
mROS formation upon other apoptotic insults (e.g., amyloid-
βtreatment and focal laser irradiation-induced ROS stress) [36].
In addition, our group also previously observed that defect of
mtDNA augmented mROS formation with enhancement of
apoptosis in common deletion (mtDNA 4977 bp deleted)
cybrids [37,38] and in RBA-1 astrocytes containing defective
mitochondrial complex I because of long-term rotenone
exposure (RT-RBA-1 cells, unpublished data) suggesting that
mtDNA mutations or complex defects may potentially enhance
several neurodegenerative disorders and even the H/RO injury.

Our group previously demonstrated that cardiolipin is a
crucial pathological target for mitochondrial apoptotic insults
(e.g., H2O2, arachidonic acid, ionomycin) in NARP cybrids, [21].
In the current study, we demonstrated that cardiolipin is an
important pathological target for H/RO insults in cells with
NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase. Previous studies
had demonstrated that NARP enhances the production of toxic
mROS [35,39]. In this study, we confirmed that NARP-
augmented mROS formation led to more severe depletion or
peroxidation of cardiolipin. It is well known that mROS-induced
cardiolipin peroxidation leads to impaired mitochondrial
function and depressed respiratory chain [40-42]. mROS
production, cardiolipin depletion/peroxidation, and respiratory
chain impairment are linked to each other to create a vicious
cycle that leads to the decline of mitochondrial bioenergetics
and subsequent mitochondrial dysfunction associated with
H/RO insults [43]. In addition, peroxidized cardiolipin can
behave as an inducer of mPTP opening, which lowers the
threshold of Ca2+ for inducing this process and/or potentiating
the effect of Ca2+ in mPTP opening. The effect of peroxidized
cardiolipin on mPTP is associated with a release of cytochrome
c from the mitochondria [44,45]. It is thus conceivable that
NARP-augmented mROS formation upon H/RO treatment
induces more severe depletion and peroxidation of cardiolipin,
which contribute to mPTP opening, cytochrome c release, and
more severe cell death.

NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase possibly augments
the retardation of mitochondrial movement in response to H/RO
insults through the depletion of cardiolipin. Our previous study
suggested that cardiolipin is a crucial modulator for the
interaction between mitochondria and motor proteins of the
microtubule for maintaining normal mitochondrial movement
[21]. Upon mitochondrial apoptotic insults (we used H2O2,
arachidonic acid or ionomycin treatment), mitochondria lose
cardiolipin, which may result in retardation of mitochondrial
movements. We propose that NARP-augmented depletion of
cardiolipin upon H/RO insults leads to weakening the
mitochondria-microtubule interaction by loss of cardiolipin in
mitochondria, and results in retardation of mitochondrial
movement.

The beneficial effects of melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxy-
tryptamine) on human health are well known and are frequently
associated with its antioxidant, or free radical-scavenging
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Figure 6.  Effects of Melatonin on cardiolipin and mCa2+ upon H2O2 –augmented H/RO in 143B cells and NARP cybrids.  (A)
In 143B cells, cardiolipin depletion was augmented in the group with H2O2-augmented H/RO (H: 6 h; RO: 2 h). Note that adding
melatonin 100 μm during H2O2-augmented H/RO protected cardiolipin from depletion. (B) In NARP cybrids, cardiolipin depletion was
augmented as compared with 143B cells, and adding melatonin during H2O2-augmented H/RO protected cardiolipin from depletion.
(C) In 143B cells, no obvious mCa2+ accumulation was noted in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO. (D) In NARP cybrids, mCa2+

accumulation was augmented in the group with H2O2-augmented H/RO. Adding melatonin during H2O2-augmented H/RO
suppressed mCa2+accumulation. (A′-D′) Quantitative analyses of A-D. n=6. Mln: melatonin.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0081546.g006
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Figure 7.  Melatonin significantly improved H/RO-induced retardation of mitochondrial movement in 143B cells and NARP
cybrids.  (A, B) Red/green overlay of two consecutive confocal images (Δt = 2min) of 200 nM tetramethylrhodamine methyl ester
(TMRM) fluorescence in NARP cybrids and 143B cells in response to H/RO treatment without and with 100 μm melatonin. H/RO (H:
6 h; RO: 2 h) reduced the velocity of mitochondrial movement in both 143B cells and NARP cybrids, so that the percentage of
nonmoving mitochondria (overlapping mitochondrial area, in yellow color) to the entire mitochondria were 57 ± 1.4% in 143B cells
and 76 ± 1.4% in NARP cybrids as compared to the cells and cybrids, respectively, without H/RO treatment. Adding melatonin 100
μm during H/RO improved mitochondrial movement in both 143B cells and NARP cybrids as compared with the groups without
melatonin during H/RO, so that the percentage of nonmoving mitochondria to the all mitochondria was 48 ± 1.2% in 143B cells and
63 ± 2.2% in NARP cybrids. (C) Quantitative analyses of (A). *P<0.05. n=6. Mln: melatonin.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0081546.g007
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Figure 8.  Schematic illustration of NARP-induced F1F0-ATPase defect.  augments mitochondrial dysfunction upon H/RO.
(A) Control NARP cybrids. The NARP mutation-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATP synthase results in hyperpolarization of the ΔΨm,
which leads to enhanced basal mROS formation and mCa2+ accumulation. Both mROS and mCa2+ act synergistically to deplete
cardiolipin, which leads to inadequate protective function of transient mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT) as compared with
wild-type cells (left hand side). With H/RO, F1F0-ATP synthase fails to work in the reverse mode in NARP cybrids due to reduced
ATP hydrolysis and unhealthy enzyme function, which results in depolarization of ΔΨm. In addition, NARP mutation augments
H/RO-induced mROS formation and mCa2+ accumulation, which leads to more severe depletion of cardiolipin. The depletion of
cardiolipin results in mitochondrial movement retardation, inhibition of complexes I, III and IV of the respiratory chain, and fatal
opening of MPT pore (right hand side). (B) In the presence of melatonin during H/RO, H/RO-induced mROS formation is greatly
reduced, which stabilize cardiolipin. Cardiolipin stabilization results in preservation of ΔΨm, improvement of mitochondrial
movement, and suppressing fatal MPT.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0081546.g008
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activity. The physiological distribution of melatonin is highest in
the cell membrane, followed by mitochondria, nucleus, and
cytosol [46]. The most unique property of melatonin is that its
metabolites also have the ability to scavenge ROS and reactive
nitrogen species. The continuous protection exerted by
melatonin and its metabolites, referred to as the free radical
scavenging cascade, makes melatonin highly effective, even at
low concentrations, for protecting organisms from oxidative
stress [47-49]. N1-acetyl-N2-formyl-5-methoxykynuramine
(AFMK) and N[1]-acetyl-5-methoxykynuramine (AMK), the
metabolites of melatonin, have been found to exhibit protective
effects against oxidative stress. In general, their protective
activities against oxidative stress follow the order AMK >
melatonin > AFMK. The efficiency of melatonin for scavenging
free radicals is predicted to be reduced when it is metabolized
to AFMK and the efficiency of melatonin for scavenging the
radicals in aqueous solution is predicted to be increased when
it is metabolized to AMK [50,51]. The direct free radical
scavenging activity of melatonin has been extensively studied.
Interestingly, melatonin also has indirect antioxidative effects
via the stimulation of antioxidative enzymes [52]. However, our
results did not differentiate between the direct and indirect
antioxidative effects of melatonin in response to H/RO
treatment. Furthermore, in addition to being a broad-spectrum
antioxidant, melatonin is a ligand of several G-protein-coupled
receptors. Two mammalian isoforms of the melatonin receptor
(melatonin receptor 1 and 2) were identified in a previous study
[53]. Previous studies have suggested that the melatonin
receptor–ligand axis may play a pathogenic role in several
neurodegenerative diseases and is critical for neuroprotection.
Therefore, the indirect antioxidative effects of melatonin are
presumed to be receptor-mediated [54].

Intriguingly, our result demonstrated that melatonin could
preserve cardiolipin, prevent ΔΨm depolarization, suppress
ROS formation, prevent mCa2+ accumulation, and rescue
retardation of mitochondrial movement upon H/RO insults in
both NARP cybrids and 143B cells. Moreover, NARP-induced
inhibition of F1F0-ATPase did not disrupt the protection
generated by melatonin in response to H/RO insults. Several
recently published studies showed that melatonin and several
of its metabolites (e.g., AFMK, AMK) have significant protective
actions against cardiac damage induced during H/RO
treatment [23-27,55]. The possible mechanisms of the
protective effect of melatonin during H/RO treatment include:
(1) melatonin is a potent and broad-spectrum antioxidant that
antagonizes mitochondrial oxidative stress (2), melatonin can
preserve the content and integrity of cardiolipin molecules,
which inhibit mPTP opening through cardiolipin protection
[56,57], (3) melatonin inhibits the opening of mPTP directly and
this contributes to its neuroprotective effect in cerebral
ischemia [56], (4) melatonin may have a direct targeting effect
on mCa2+-mediated apoptotic events. Peng et al. recently
suggested that melatonin directly stabilizes cardiolipin to
prevent its depletion and peroxidation, which leads to
improvement of mitochondrial movement [21]. Our finding in
this study demonstrating that melatonin can rescue retardation
of mitochondrial movement in NARP cybrids and 143B cells
upon H/RO stress was in agreement with Peng et al’s study.

The reason that NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase
does not disrupt the mitochondrial protective effects of
melatonin upon H/RO treatment is still being studied. Mattiazzi
et al. had previously showed that antioxidants restore
respiration and partially rescue ATP synthesis in NARP
cybrids, suggesting that free radical-mediated inhibition of
OXPHOS contributes to the loss of ATP synthesis [39].
Theoretically, the function of the electron transport chain
(complex I to IV) is intact in NARP cybrids (which only have
complex V defect), therefore, melatonin may also act on the
electron transport chain but not on F1F0-ATPase to generate
its mitochondrial protective effect upon H/RO treatment.
Comparing the differences between NARP cybrids and 143B
cells during H/RO treatment in our data, it was obvious that
NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase augmented mCa2+

accumulation during H/RO treatment, either by enhancement
with longer reoxygenation duration, longer hypoxia duration or
secondary oxidative stress. Further experiments such as using
Ca2+-free HEPES solution or treating NARP cells with
Ruthenium red to inhibit mCa2+uniporter upon H/RO insults
may resolve this problem. Furthermore, previous studies
suggest that melatonin could maintain an optimal ΔΨm by
regulating the mPTP [56,58]. Under normal conditions,
melatonin activates the mPTP and mildly reduces the ΔΨm.
This process is associated with mitochondrial oxidative
phosphorylation uncoupling [58]. Our result that ΔΨm of the
group with melatonin treatment was slightly lower than the
control group in both 143B cells and NARP cybrids was in
agreement with previous studies.

In addition, the effectiveness of melatonin in cultured NARP
cybrids suggests that it might have a potentially beneficial role
in the treatment of patients with mitochondrial T8993G
mutation. Current treatments for such patients are rather
limited. Also, as stroke-like syndrome is a common clinical
presentation in inherited mitochondrial disorders [59],
experiments focused on of H/RO treatment in NARP cybrids
might provide a better understanding of the pathophysiology of
stroke-like syndrome in inherited mitochondrial disorder and
provide the basis for potential treatment of in the future.

Several recent studies have investigated the influence of
H/RO on mitochondrial dynamics. These findings suggest that
manipulating mitochondrial dynamics may provide a novel
therapeutic strategy for cardioprotection. Giedt et al. suggested
that H/RO results in increased mitochondrial fission in cultured
vascular endothelial cells [60]. Ong et al. showed that inhibiting
mitochondrial fission with mdivi-1 protected the heart from
H/RO-induced injury by preventing the opening of the mPTP
[61]. Elongated mitochondria have enhanced mitochondrial
respiration capacity and hyperpolarized ΔΨm, which may be
better equipped to withstand the metabolic stresses associated
with H/RO injury [62,63].

In conclusion, NARP-induced inhibition of F1F0-ATPase
significantly enhances apoptotic death and mitochondrial
dysfunction in response to the H/RO insults. NARP-augmented
apoptotic death upon H/RO insults is associated with an
enhanced mROS formation, which augments the depletion of
cardiolipin and retards mitochondrial movement. Melatonin
significantly prevents mROS-mediated depletion of cardiolipin
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and mCa2+ accumulation in NARP cybrids in response to H/RO
treatment. Melatonin improves NARP-augmented H/RO insults-
induced retardation of mitochondrial movement. A better
understanding of the influence of the F1F0-ATPase defect on
H/RO treatment might hold great therapeutic potential for
rescuing H/RO insults-induced cell damage and for NARP-
induced pathologies and diseases. Furthermore, melatonin
may potentially rescue patients with H/RO insults (e.g. acute
myocardial infarction, cerebral infarction), even in patients
associated with NARP symptoms.

Supporting Information

Figure S1.  Quantitative analysis of the effects of H/RO
(with different hypoxia durations) on mitochondrial
functions in NARP cybrids and 143B cells (Figure 3). (A)
NAO (to measure cardiolipin) fluorescent intensity percentage
in response to H/RO (H: 6h, RO: 2h) treatment in 143B cells,
analyzed at 0, 21, 42, and 60 min after the start of recording.
(B) NAO fluorescent intensity percentage in response to H/RO
treatment in NARP cybrids. (C) Rhod-2 (to measure mCa2+)
fluorescent intensity in response to H/RO treatment in 143B
cells. (D) Rhod-2 fluorescent intensity in response to H/RO
treatment in NARP cybrids, *P<0.05.
(TIF)

Figure S2.  Quantitative analysis of the effects of
melatonin on ΔΨm and mROS upon H2O2-augmented H/RO
in 143B cells and NARP cybrids (Figure 5). (A) TMRM (to
measure ΔΨm) fluorescent intensity in 143B cells in response
to H2O2-augmented H/RO (H: 6h, RO: 2h) treatment, analyzed
at 0, 10, 20, and 30 min after adding H2O2. (B) TMRM
fluorescent intensity in NARP cybrids in response to H2O2-
augmented H/RO treatment. (C) DCF (to measure mROS)
fluorescent intensity in 143B cells in response to H2O2-
augmented H/RO treatment. (D) DCF fluorescent intensity in
NARP cybrids in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO
treatment.
(TIF)

Figure S3.  Quantitative analysis of the effects of
melatonin on cardiolipin and mCa2+ upon H2O2-augmented
H/RO in 143B cells and NARP cybrids (Figure 6). (A) NAO
(to measure cardiolipin) fluorescent intensity in 143B cells in
response to H2O2-augmented H/RO (H: 6h, RO: 2h) treatment,
analyzed at 0, 10, 20, and 30 min after adding H2O2. (B) NAO
fluorescent intensity in NARP cybrids in response to H2O2-
augmented H/RO treatment. (C) Rhod-2 (to measure mCa2+)
fluorescent intensity in 143B cells in response to H2O2-
augmented H/RO treatment. (D) Rhod-2 fluorescent intensity in
NARP cybrids in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO
treatment. *P<0.05.
(TIF)

Figure S4.  Effects of mitochondrial specific antioxidant
(MitoQ) and general antioxidant (vitamin E) on ΔΨm and
mROS upon H2O2-augmented H/RO in 143B cells and
NARP cybrids. (A, B) Adding MitoQ 0.2 nM or vitamin E 200

μm during H2O2-augmented H/RO treatment effectively
protected ΔΨm from depolarization in 143B cells and NARP
cybrids. (C, D) Adding MitoQ 0.2 nM or vitamin E 200 μm
during H2O2-augmented H/RO effectively suppressed mROS
formation in 143B cells and NARP cybrids, but the effect was
better in the MitoQ group. (A′-D′) Quantitative analyses of A-D.
n=6. FI: fluorescence intensity. VitE : vitamin E.
(TIF)

Figure S5.  Effects of mitochondrial specific antioxidant
(MitoQ) and general antioxidant (vitamin E) on cardiolipin
and mCa2+ upon H2O2 –augmented H/RO in 143B cells and
NARP cybrids. (A, B) Adding MitoQ 0.2 nM or vitamin E 200
μm during H2O2-augmented H/RO treatment effectively
protected cardiolipin from depletion. (C) In 143B cells, no
obvious mCa2+ accumulation was noted in response to H2O2-
augmented H/RO. (D) Adding MitoQ 0.2 nM or vitamin E 200
μm during H2O2-augmented H/RO effectively suppressed
mCa2+accumulation. (A′-D′) Quantitative analyses of A-D. n=6.
FI: fluorescence intensity. VitE : vitamin E.
(TIF)

Figure S6.  Quantitative analysis of the effects of
mitochondrial specific antioxidant (MitoQ) and general
antioxidant (vitamin E) on ΔΨm and mROS upon H2O2-
augmented H/RO in 143B cells and NARP cybrids (Figure
S4). (A) TMRM (to measure ΔΨm) fluorescent intensity in 143B
cells in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO (H: 6h, RO: 2h)
treatment, analyzed at 0, 10, 20, and 30 min after adding H2O2.
(B) TMRM fluorescent intensity in NARP cybrids in response to
H2O2-augmented H/RO treatment. (C) DCF (to measure
mROS) fluorescent intensity in 143B cells in response to H2O2-
augmented H/RO treatment. (D) DCF fluorescent intensity in
NARP cybrids in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO
treatment. *P<0.05.
(TIF)

Figure S7.  Quantitative analysis of the effects of
mitochondrial specific antioxidant (MitoQ) and general
antioxidant (vitamin E) on cardiolipin and mCa2+ upon
H2O2-augmented H/RO in 143B cells and NARP cybrids
(Figure S5). (A) NAO (to measure cardiolipin) fluorescent
intensity in 143B cells in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO
(H: 6h, RO: 2h) treatment, analyzed at 0, 10, 20, and 30 min
after adding H2O2. (B) NAO fluorescent intensity in NARP
cybrids in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO treatment. (C)
Rhod-2 (to measure mCa2+) fluorescent intensity in 143B cells
in response to H2O2-augmented H/RO treatment. (D) Rhod-2
fluorescent intensity in NARP cybrids in response to H2O2-
augmented H/RO treatment. *P<0.05.
(TIF)
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